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Robonic delivers OHTO fourth-generation UAV launcher to
Finnish Defense Forces

Paris Air Show, Le Bourget, June 17, 2019

Robonic Ltd Oy, a Safran Electronics & Defense company, has delivered an
OHTO fourth-generation pneumatic launcher to the Finnish Defense Forces
(FDF). The FDF already deploy Robonic’s KARHU small launchers and KONTIO
third-generation launchers to launch their aerial target drones.

The  fourth-generation  OHTO  launcher  is  a  highly  transportable  universal
launcher  capable  of  handling  a  wide  variety  of  target  drones  or  tactical
unmanned aerial vehicles. OHTO is designed to launch air vehicles weighing
up to 150 kg with an exit velocity of 55 m/s. Fourth-generation OHTO and
third-generation KONTIO launchers are operationally compatible, since they
use the same adapters.

OHTO integrates advanced technologies for easier operation. For example,
operators can get the launcher ready for another launch within minutes, from
a safe distance. It  also features software-based monitoring to give users
extensive launch statistics and improve operator safety. Other outstanding
features include an advanced design, aerospace-quality structure, built-in
maintainability, tactical mobility and transportability, since it can be towed by
an SUV or sling- loaded on an NH90-class helicopter.

“We are extremely proud of today’s delivery to the Finnish Defense Forces,
which marks a major milestone in our long-term relationship with our key
customer,” said Markku Viitala, Managing Director of Robonic. “With this new-
generation launcher, FDF completes its launcher fleet and can optimize the
use of third and fourth-generation launchers, resulting in higher efficiency”.

Drawing on three decades of experience and a global customer base, Robonic
supports the evolving requirements of UAS manufacturers and end-users
from around the world.



Safran is an international high-technology group, operating in the aircraft propulsion and
equipment,  space and defense markets.  Safran has a global  presence, with more than
92,000 employees and sales of 21 billion euros in 2018. Safran is listed on the Euronext Paris
stock exchange, and is part of the CAC 40 and Euro Stoxx 50 indices.
Robonic  Ltd Oy,  based in  Tampere,  Finland,  is  a  Safran Electronics  & Defence owned
engineering  company  that  operates  as  the  premier  unmanned  air  system  launcher
manufacturer in Europe. Robonic’s track record of pneumatic launching technology spans
over three decades. The company also operates a dedicated unmanned air vehicle flight
test centre in Lapland at Kemijarvi, Finland.
For more information : www.safran-group.com and www.safran-electronics-defense.com /
Follow @Safran and @SafranElecDef on Twitter
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